Guinea Pigs

Of the many ways to obtain a few quick dollars, probably few are better advertised than the opportunities to become a subject for one of the many experiments which are based on the presence of human beings or dormitory bulletin boards. In many cases, the subject has little or no control over the nature of the experiment or of the potential hazards involved prior to the experiment. Some of these latter involve the investment which both the student and the Institute have in each individual at MIT, we are happy to notice that the Medical Department has taken the responsibility of reviewing all experiments before students or others from the MIT community become subjects.

Since all requests for subjects should be referred to the Student Personnel Office, all interested students should consult the Student Personnel Office for those projects which have been approved by the Medical Department. For personal peace of mind, students should consult the Student Personnel Office or the Medical Department before taking part in any experiment.

We hope that the continued denial of this aid in the form of scholar- ships and loans to many highly qualified students is absurd. We feel that the Senate revision is reasonable and sufficient and we hope that many of our readers with an interest in this fund will make their voices heard in Washington.

Housing

MIT has a student housing problem. If you don’t believe it, just talk to a Freshman who has to sleep on a cot and study on a card table. The problem is already critical, and a solution may be two years in the future. What should MIT do and where should we try to do it? We agree with the administration in questioning the Ryerson’s reports and recommending the establishment of a student housing center in the West Campus area. When the Student Union is completely Walker Memorial becomes a likely candidate for remodeling as a dining and recreation center. This building, which would house the West Campus dormitories, and increased dormitory space in the West Campus area, would be used conservatively and more quickly built than a new dormitory in West Campus.

NDEA

The four year old fight to remove the so-called "disclaimer clause" from the National Defense Education Act is not over. This past Thursday when the Senate voted without discussion to remove the clause, which has been protested by the Presidents of Harvard, Yale and Princeton, requires that students applying for aid under the bill swear that they do not believe in, and are not members of the Communist Party. University administrators object to the clause, which has a student housing problem. We feel that the Senate revision is reasonable and sufficient and we hope that many of our readers with an interest in this fund will make their voices heard in Washington.
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Navagator Proteins

By Michael Linan

The presentation of Eubus as an opportunity for the observation of a phenomenon entirely
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